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A: Since any physical (digital) storage is irreversible, in the real sense, if it's a reversible encryption scheme, it's a
zero effort cheat. It does not matter how complicated (physically) the encryption/decryption is, it's basically a one
click, zero effort way to steal your documents, by taking advantage of the fact that any untrustworthy computer

could as well access the contents of your device. A PDF is simply a zip with some header and one or more files in
it. When you open the file with an application like Winzip or 7-zip, it will automatically unzip the ZIP file with the

header and separate the various PDF files with their respective filenames. Which one the application will open
depends on how you call it. The application might or might not save all the files in the right place. It's up to the

application and the user (the same applies to a ZIP file, even more so since you wouldn't always get the filename
for the content of a ZIP file, since this is likely to change if you rename it). Your documents might be encrypted in
your PDF reader, or they might not be. A USB-stick would work too since the files are transferred as if they were

regular files. There are probably other ways too. It doesn't really matter if it's encrypted or not, since your
documents are likely to be recoverable if the malware has access to your machine (the files are loaded by the

malware so they would have to be somewhere), as long as the malware has access to the key, which is sent as part
of the encryption. There is no issue with it being a reversible encryption. It's a zero effort cheat, and by "cheat" I
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mean "zero effort, 1 click, zero effort". #!/usr/bin/env bash # This script performs all sorts of important tasks that
you should remember to do after you upload your package to Hackage set -e echo echo "Executing Hackage

upload..." DATE=`date +"%Y-%m-%d"` STAMP=`date +"%s"` echo echo "Initiating Hackage upload..."
cd../../hackage/hackage.upload ./hackage-upload \ -apidoc \ -tarfile \ -wip \ - 3e33713323
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